Issues List

Preservation of old-growth rainforest versus logging industry jobs.
Public radio/TV should be funded more or less than at present.
Which provincial/state/federal political party is the best?
Should fishing be federally-run or state/provincially-run?
Should professional sports teams get tax breaks?
Are the Olympics corrupt?
Should pulp mills be forced to clean up discharges into the ocean?
Should any country ever be the first to use nuclear weapons?
Should one side dispose of all nuclear weapons unilaterally?
Should businesses in your country trade with countries that have poor human rights records?
Should we ban clothes made by child labour?
Is child labour justifiable in very poor countries?
Should panhandlers be forced off the street?
Should Canada become part of the USA?
Should young offenders be jailed?
Should the legal blood alcohol limit for driving be zero?
Should pornography be censored?
Is the Internet a good thing overall?
Should the government support Olympic-level athletes with tax dollars?
Should human cloning be allowed?
Is sex education in the schools a good idea?
Do most kids know enough/too much/too little about sex?
Is photo radar a good idea?
Is graduated driver’s licensing a good idea?
Where is the best place to live in your country?
Should radio stations in your country be forced to play a certain percentage of music produced in that country?
X: great or terrible prime minister / president?
Should those who get lost in the woods have to pay for their rescue?
Should your country participate in foreign peace-keeping more or less?
Do we need more public housing?
Should we set aside more land for protection as parkland?
Should we have the death penalty?
Should we work at reducing climate change even if it costs jobs?
How much support should government give renewable energy industries?